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About Us

Founded by Michele Grech-Cumbo, StudioMIC is a design company focusing on a range of 
quality designer products for the home, ofce and corporate environments. We strive to create 
products for the product design, Industrial design, interior and architectural spaces.

Our focus is on aesthetically pleasing yet functional design which includes, concept sketching, 
prototyping, CAD modeling, reverse engineering and more. We bring synergy to function and 
beauty, together with quality and craftsmanship, to produce the products we deem worthy for 
our clients.

We offer professional design knowledge, consultation and realistic production insight of 
bespoke, custom products. We also provide services for ideation, consultancy, 
conceptualisation, prototyping and more.

Our philosophy
 
StudioMIC strives to create beautiful objects with rivaling quality. We believe in service, quality 
and honesty. We believe in designing objects that are sustainable, impacting less on our 
environment and our world, while maintaining the desired outcomes. While we create objects 
for industry, we believe design should be helpful, social, 'co-designed' and something that is 
able to impact positively on everyone.

“Without good design, humankind has nothing to desire” ~ Michele Grech-Cumbo



STRATFORD STOOLS
SEATING SOLUTIONS

The Stratford Stools form part of the Stratford Series of seating. They are 
a clean-lined, sophisticated seating solution for bar height and kitchen 
height surfaces.

Available in either a steel seat version or a wooden seat version, the 
Stratford Stools are contemporary and minimal in their aesthetic. They 
are comfortable and durable, designed for public use as well as 
domestic use, suitable for any environment. The steel versions may be 
used outdoors as well, whereas the wooden seat version is designed for 
interior environments.

Additionally, the Stratford Stools may be customised for any space by 
changing their surface colour, available from our powder coaters.



STRATFORD STOOLS
CONTEMPORARY SEATING

The Stratford Stool Series is available in two styles: a fully steel versions, 
with a steel seat suitable for mild outdoor use, and a steel with wooden 
seat version designed with the interior space in mind.
Designed for both commercial use and residential use, both are 
available in bar-counter height as well as kitchen counter height.

DESIGNER SEATING







STRATFORD STOOLS
COLOUR RANGE

Various colours are available for selections. Some colours may vary 
slightly from what is represented. Custom colours are also available 
upon request. Prices may change when using colours different from the 
standard. 

COLOURFUL DESIGNER SEATING

Black Ferrograin Gunmetal Grey Alpine White Warm Cream

Roman Red Forrest Green Bushveld Soft Blue



STRATFORD STOOL - STEEL

STRATFORD STOOL
STEEL

Available in bar counter height (seat: 800mm) and kitchen counter 
height (seat: 600mm).
Various colour options available: Price on Request.

The standard Stratford Stool Steel style:
Black Ferrograin:
R 2200.00



Available in bar counter height (seat: 800mm) and kitchen counter 
height (seat: 600mm).
Various colour and wood options available: Price on Request.

The standard Stratford Stool Wooden Seat style:
Black Ferrograin with Oak Seat:
R 2400.00

STRATFORD STOOL - STEEL

STRATFORD STOOL
WOODEN SEAT
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